The Urge
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Written for MAS summer co-write challenge

VERSE 1:
I been here, I been there, I been everywhere    
Need a little fresh air, go somewhere - won’t know ’til I get there 
They say home is where the heart is,  sometimes I don’t agree
(I) never see it coming, but it takes control of me

CHORUS:
I got the urge to jump & shout, or just be chill
The urge to play it safe or maybe try a cheap thrill
To be kind and refined - sometimes rude and crude
Gotta lot latitude in my urgin’ attitude

POST CHORUS:
I got the urge.  Can’t help myself, baby, got the urge
That  itchin’ crazy impulse - I got the urge

VERSE 2:
Life is full of urges - we take or pass by
Some urges ain’t so right, like the urge to tell a lie
But the urge to love the life you live, don’t waste that away
It’s an urge you need to take every day!

CHORUS:
I got the urge to jump & shout, or just be chill
The urge to play it safe or maybe try a cheap thrill
To be kind and refined - sometimes rude and crude
Gotta lot latitude in my urgin’ attitude

POST CHORUS:
I got the urge. I can’t help myself, baby, got the urge
That  itchin’ crazy impulse - I got the urge

SOLO 
                             
CHORUS:
I got the urge to jump & shout, or just be chill
The urge to play it safe or maybe try a cheap thrill
To be kind and refined - sometimes rude and crude
Gotta lot latitude in my urgin’ attitude

POST CHORUS:
I got the urge. Can’t help myself, I got the urge
That  itchin’ crazy impulse - I got the urge
I got the urge. Can’t help myself, baby, got the urge
Gimme a little more space - yeah, I got the urge
I got the urge - bababa-baby, I got the urge

